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On the British side there was great astonishment when
it was learned that Japan was contemplating an agreement
with Russia while in the act of negotiating an alliance with
England. Lord Lansdowne warned Baron Hayashi, inform-
ing him that it was regretted that the Marquis ltd had not
come to London, and that the British Government would be
highly indignant were the Japanese Government to approach
Russia with a view to a treaty while negotiating an alliance
with Great Britain. Sir Francis Bertie, the Under-Secretary
of State, bluntly and openly asked, "Isn't the Marquis Ito
going to Russia to negotiate for a treaty?" And when
Hayashi repudiated the suggestion, added, "If anything
of our conversations leaks out to Russia, she'll be sure to
try to make a treaty with you. It is quite on the cards that
she may offer you far more favourable terms than we do,
but you can't rely on her, she'll repudiate them when
convenient." "That's what I think," replied Hayashi.
"Well," said Bertie significantly, "you'll have to be careful,
very careful."
Hayashi reported this to his Government at once,
pointing out that the British Government was evidently
aware that they were approaching Russia and was watching
Ito's doings very closely. He urged that the Alliance should
be concluded as quickly as possible, and that, until that
had been done, all idea of negotiations with Russia should be
dropped ; they could be resumed later on some more
suitable occasion. The reply was to the effect that there
was not the least intention of playing a double game between
Russia and England, and that Ito's visit to Russia was
private and entirely unofficial: Hayashi was to reassure the
British Government. After that, the business of the Alliance
went ahead smoothly and very rapidly ; the Japanese
amendments to the British draft were handed in and
seemed likely to prove acceptable.
On the other hand, Ito had arrived in St. Petersburg
,and had been so well received by Nicholas II, Muravieff,
Lamsdorf, Witte, and others that he imagined Russia's
intentions with regard to Japan to be entirely peaceful
and thought that she would seriously co-operate in solving the
Korean question. He therefore telegraphed to Katsura
on December 7, suggesting that the ratification of the Anglo-
Japanese Alliance should be deferred until it had been

